Powerful | Compact | Stylish

Home
Explore the internet or chat with friends from across the world via voice-over-IP. Feel like
spending a calm and peaceful evening with a DVD at home instead? The Shuttle XPCs
for Home are designed to meet any of your requirements while remaining quiet. With a
Shuttle XPC you can count on impressive design and compromise-free performance.

Business
Let silence and gorgeous looks fill your day at work. The era of bulky gray PCs sitting under
your desk is over. Say hello to the Shuttle XPC: these Small Form Factor (SFF) PCs are
unique through their combination of attractive design and high-level performance, so
you can manage your office tasks effortlessly. Shuttle's patented heatpipe technology
also ensures your new PC can operate quietly, letting you focus on what's important.

Media Center
Put an end to the jumble of devices and remote controls sitting in your living room with the
all-in-one solution you’ve been waiting for. You can replace your old CD/DVD player, VCR,
TV receiver and much more with a Shuttle XPC for Media Center, offered in either classic
SFF PC design or Hi-Fi format. It combines the advantages of a home entertainment unit with
the benefits of a PC. One system for all media – easy
to control from the comfort of your sofa. Let a Shuttle

Gaming
Play like the pros do: with silky-smooth frame rates at the highest resolutions. Surround
yourself in the sounds of the game, not those of your PC. Fitted with the latest technology,
processors and graphics cards, choose from models offering the power of dual-core
processors, SLI graphics... or both. You'll be ready to set new records anytime!

XPC become the hub of your digital life, and say hello
to the perfect Media Center.

SYSTEMS

CONFIGURATOR

Shuttle XPC mini X100
Shuttle XPCs are small, but the Shuttle XPC mini X100 sets a new standard. With a surface
barely the size of an A4 sheet of paper and a height of only five centimeters, the Shuttle XPC
mini X100 is the smallest SFF PC ever from Shuttle. But don't be fooled by its size. It's got
the power of two hearts beating inside, as an Intel Core™ Duo processor provides enough
punch to meet all your home and office needs. The right choice for anyone looking for
performance and unrivaled style.

Feel free to configure!
Looking for the ideal configuration without having to build it yourself? We have the solution
for you! Thanks to the Shuttle Systems Configurator, you now have the chance to custom
design your very own Shuttle XPC. Start with one of a dozen basic configurations for Home,
Business, Gaming or Media Center, or even the award-winning Shuttle XPC M1000. You can
then add or exchange components, all knowing that you benefit from Shuttle's service. A
small amount of work, with lots of rewards: a custom made Shuttle XPC!

ACCESSORIES
Do you want to access your Shuttle XPC right from the couch via remote control? Are you looking for an optical drive
that perfectly matches your Shuttle XPC? Or do you want to redesign your case? You'll be sure to find the right solution
among our Shuttle XPC Accessories! Let your Shuttle XPC turn up in a new design or add the latest bit of technology to it.

Design
As the owner of a Shuttle XPC you don't need to be an
expert to give a new look to your Shuttle XPC. Just follow
your imagination!

Mobility
Compact dimensions and low weight enable Shuttle XPCs to
easily travel with you. Shuttle XPC Carrying Bags help you
carry your Shuttle XPC or Shuttle TFT and provide maximum
protection from water, dirt and damage. The carrying solutions
by Shuttle are robust and come in stylish Shuttle XPC design.

Shuttle TFT
Do you have a Shuttle XPC proudly sitting on your desk, but a bulky and ugly CRT monitor
next to it? Time to ditch the latter and opt for a Shuttle TFT, especially designed to match
Shuttle XPCs' sleek design. But that's not all! Impressive resolutions, fast response times and
crystal clear images let you enjoy all your favorite games and movies. An anti-glare protective
glass panel and built-in aluminium handle make it one tough monitor.

Technology
Shuttle XPCs are well prepared for plenty of technical
innovations available in the line-up of Shuttle XPC
Accessories. These feature-rich accessories can easily
expand the functions of your Shuttle XPC.

Why Shuttle XPC

Awards
Reuters: "Small is huge in PCs these days"

Simply stylish

High performance

"Their performance, analysts say, promises to make some of the big box rig
manufacturers take notice."

Financial Times: "Size matters"
"Who wants to buy a normal PC if a powerful cube can perform the same tasks

Easy to transport

but in greater style?"

Whisper-quiet computer

CHIP: "The League Of Extraordinary PCs"
"Quiet and nevertheless fast."

Compatible with standard desktop components
Frankfurter Rundschau: "Not just gamers love SFF PCs"
"Shuttle has taken the air out of the PC. The cases are so chic compared to normal

Designed to meet the highest quality standards

The perfect PC for any requirements

gray towers that you won't want to hide them."

PCW: "Shuttle's perfect entry in the world of fully-configured systems"
"If you're looking for a Media Center PC that's perfect for the home office or the

Incredible connectivity

living room, it's a tempting choice."

High-quality workmanship

Assembling Mag: "An excellent product"
"For anyone who wants to own an all-in-one Small Form Factor (SFF) PC, this
Shuttle XPC G5 8300M is an excellent product."

Widely acclaimed and winner of countless awards
SFFTECH: "Recommended Product"
"The M1000 brings to market the most complete and feature packed home
theater PC to date."

